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From heaven to hell… Five years ago, Princess Luciana of Arunthia experienced
heaven in the arms of a man whose every touch felt like paradise. But when
Thane's true identity as the prince of Galancia was revealed, Luciana had no
choice but to flee. Her lover was her kingdom's greatest enemy, and she was
expecting his baby! …and back again? Now, as Christmas approaches, the prince
has just one thing on his mind—winning Luciana back. And if Thane can convince
her to trust him with her secret, he could get the greatest Christmas gift of all—a
beautiful queen and an heir!
He can't get that one night out of his head... And when Cullen O'Connell sees
Marissa again, he discovers that one night of passion has created more than a
memory.... She's pregnant with his love-child! Cullen offers a marriage of
convenience to claim his baby. Marissa has no choice but to accept. But can a
marriage born of duty turn into love...?
When her flaky sister abruptly backs out of their surrogacy agreement, Ella
McLeod is left with a newborn she's in no position to care for. She'll have to give
the baby up for adoption. Enter Yevgeny Volkovoy—her sister's bossy billionaire
brother-in-law. Yevgeny won't let a Volkovoy be raised by strangers; he wants
custody now. How can Ella be so cold as to deny him? Even worse—why does
this woman warm his steely heart? He may be staking his claim on the baby, but
Ella may stake a counterclaim on his bachelorhood.
You hear all sorts of things said or implied about adoption. Some information
comes from people who know a lot about it, while some comes from people who
don’t know anything about it but make assumptions anyway. Some comes from
people whose experiences have been good; some from those whose
experiences have been bad. The result? Enough conflicting information to make
your head spin. So when everyone has an opinion and most of the books on the
market deal with specific aspects on adoption or particular types of adoptions,
where do you turn to for reliable information? Start with Adoption For Dummies.
The great thing about this guide is that you decide where to start and what to
read. It’s a reference you can jump into and out of at will. Just head to the table
of contents or the index to find the information you want. Each part of Adoption
For Dummies covers a particular aspect of adoption, including: Answering the
basic adoption questions – How much does it cost? Who’s involved? How long
does it take? What do I need to know that I don’t know to ask? And more.
Getting started – and figuring out what steps you have to take. Dealing with
birthmothers and birthfathers – and why, even though they may not be part of
your life, they’re still important to you. Confronting the issues adoptive families
face – issues from sharing the adoption story with your child, to answering your
child's questions about his birthparents, to handling rude family members who
treat your child differently than her cousins. Finding help – from books, resources,
and support groups. No adoption book – at least no adoption book that you can
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carry around without a hydraulic lift – can tell you everything there is to know
about adoption. What Adoption For Dummies tells you is what you need to know,
all in an easy-to-use reference.
Dawn Gardner had left behind her life in tiny Haven, Oklahoma, for the greener
pastures of New York City years ago--or so she thought. But something kept
pulling her back. Could that something be handsome horse breeder Cal Logan?
Dawn thought they were through--but since her last visit, two months ago, had
left her with a little more than memories, it looked as if her life and Cal's were
going to be tied together even more permanently.... Which was fine with
Cal--because it was clear to him from the start that he and Dawn were made for
each other. Still, could he convince the stubborn but sexy "big-city" girl that home
was where the heart was? His heart. Her heart. And their unborn baby's...
An Entertainment Weekly Top 10 Romance Author Passion has a double price…
Alexander Konstantinakos has discovered that one passionate night in England
had its consequences: two, to be precise. Out of the blue he's turned up on Ruby
Wareham's doorstep—to take his twin sons back to Greece! Ruby's shocked that
she's still so attracted to dark, sexy and powerful Alexander. She's afraid she
might lose her beautiful boys, whom she's struggled to bring up on her own, but
maybe there's a solution…. Can she wed Sander—a virtual stranger—and live as his
wife, and in his bed?
In this intense and “absolutely brilliant thriller” (#1 New York Times bestselling
author Brad Thor), a forensic anthropologist sets out to prove that the Shroud of
Turin is a fake, but quickly discovers the opposite—and must race to stop the evil
forces who want to use traces of blood in the fabric to clone Jesus Christ and
bring on the second coming of their own design. Throughout his career, forensic
anthropologist and outspoken atheist Dr. Jon Bondurant has investigated many
religious artifacts said to be real, but he knows better. Only weak minds rely on
such obviously false relics to maintain their silly, pointless faith. So when he is
invited by the Vatican to examine the Shroud of Turin, said to be the burial cloth
that covered the body of Christ—and the most revered of all Christian artifacts—he
is delighted for the opportunity to prove once and for all that the Shroud is a fake.
But when he meets Domenika Josef, the beautiful and devout Vatican
representative who finds him arrogant and self-important, he realizes his task will
not be as straightforward as he once imagined. Domenika believes that the relic
is real, and wants nothing more than to rescue the tarnished reputation of the
church by announcing the good news. As Bondurant and his team examine every
element of the Shroud, he and Domenika begin to see each other in a whole new
light. And as the evidence about the origin of this highly contested piece of fabric
starts to pile up, he begins to realize that he’s been seeing a lot of things
incorrectly. But when a sample of the blood from the Shroud—believed to be the
real blood of Jesus Christ—vanishes, he realizes his problems are just beginning.
The DNA in that sample could have earth-shattering consequences if it falls into
the wrong hands. When Domenika vanishes too, Bondurant is caught in a globePage 2/10
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spanning chase to rescue the woman he loves—and stop the evil forces who have
their own motives for bringing on the Second Coming.
It is only an affair…or so they believe in this Billionaires and Babies tale from USA
TODAY bestselling author Olivia Gates From their first explosive night, Caliope
Sarantos and Maksim Volkov agreed to no commitment, only pure pleasure.
Then her pregnancy changed everything. Though the Russian tycoon made the
baby his heir, he disappeared from Caliope's life. Now, he's back, offering
everything he didn't in the past. But the shining promise of a happy ending is
eclipsed by the shadow of his tragic past…and his dark future. Will Caliope's heart
break again? Or will Maksim risk everything to claim this woman and child as his
own?
The surprise heir gets a surprise heir! As the newly revealed secret son of Oklahoma's
most notorious billionaire, ranch foreman Kaden Waite could lose everything if he
doesn't kowtow to his late father's terms. In a desperate moment, he turns to heiress
and friend Pippa Duncan for some very private comfort. But soon Pippa has a secret of
her own—she's having his baby. Kaden is determined that history not repeat itself: the
child will bear his name and Pippa will be his bride. But Pippa refuses to settle for
marriage without love. Is it a stalemate or the start of something truly special? Claiming
the Cowgirl's Baby is part of the Red Dirt Royalty series.
Eloise was at the airport when she had a fateful encounter with the "king of hotels,"
Vito. It is love at first sight and their burning desire for one another ends in them making
love. Bewildered by her own out-of-character actions, Eloise wonders if the love she
feels is true. Just then, another woman named Carla appears, claiming that she is to
marry Vito! Vito stumbles to explain himself, so Eloise despairingly flees the scene.
Eloise is hurt and resolves to forget about him, but then a few months later, something
begins to happen within her body!
Amanda’s rich and abusing ex husband is just a bad memory and her new life with
Jason, the brawny lone wolf, in his rustic cabin feels exciting. Everything is wonderful
and their love life is off the charts hot. Far from both civilization and luxury, they are
now expecting a baby. But as winter approaches the concerns follow. A remote
sanctuary has one severe downside. What if something goes wrong? Amanda’s fallout
with her mother feels like a big mistake. Jason does all he can to make her feel safe,
but without warning they suddenly face the unthinkable. The mountains can be
dangerous. ***** Get ready for a Damaged Mountain Man Rebel Romance to be
remembered. Please note that the storytelling in this book is very graphic and might not
be suitable for everyone. No cheating, plenty of steam and HEA.
His Brother's Family Cassie Duncan knew it was only a matter of time until Tanner
McCord tried to sell her house out from under her. Still, the single mom can't help but
be touched by the sacrifices the handsome loner makes for her and her son, even
babysitting when she's sick! She knows he's keeping secrets—after all, it runs in his
family… Tanner returned to his childhood home in Australia to settle his estranged
brother's estate—not fall for the woman who'd borne his brother's son. But one look into
Cassie Duncan's blue eyes, and the rancher's heart was lassoed good and tight. He
wants to give Cassie everything she's been denied…but doing so means confessing the
truth about his brother and might ruin their chances at true family…
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She’s never been touched But she’s carrying his heir! Seven months pregnant,
innocent surrogate Rosalie realizes she can’t bear to give away the child she’s
carrying for a childless Italian couple. She flies to Venice to beg forgiveness, only to
discover brooding Alex Falconeri is a widower…and he has no idea she is expecting his
baby! Alex can’t throw away this chance to know his surprise heir. But Rosalie is
torturously sweet temptation… After his cold, loveless marriage, Alex has sworn he will
not marry again. But he’s starting to think he’ll do anything to make Rosalie his!
"I had to constantly remind myself to breathe. Shelly Bell packs a powerful punch with
her flawless writing and suspenseful, passionate love story." --- #1 New York Times
bestselling author Jodi Ellen Malpas on At His Mercy Fate brought them together.
Family could tear them apart. Ryder McKay may be a playboy, but he's never been a
fool. Not until he met the woman he simply knew as Jane. For one night, he dropped
his guard, but in the morning she disappeared---along with a copy of his top secret
technology. When it ends up in the hands of his biggest enemy---his father---Ryder
knows without a doubt he's been betrayed. And when he finds Jane again, a year later,
he can't decide what's worse---that her mother is marrying his brother, or that he still
finds Jane irresistible, despite the fact that she's a liar, a thief, and his father's latest
protégé. Jane Cooper does have a secret, but it's not the one Ryder thinks. As their
rekindled passion changes into something deeper, they'll have to work together to
untangle a web of lies and corruption that will shatter everything they thought they knew
about their pasts. Because Jane's not the only one with a secret---and this secret is
getting people killed.
It was supposed to be a last meeting to sign divorce papers. Then passion overtook
them and Maggie King walked away with more than just a legal decree—she was
pregnant with the child Justice King had always refused to give her. A fact she would
never dare reveal to him. But when circumstances forced her back to the King ranch,
she could hide her secret no longer. Justice had a son, one he desperately wanted to
deny was his own. Because admitting the boy to be his blood kin would mean he'd
made the biggest mistake of his life.
Menander (c. 341-291 BC) was the foremost innovator of Greek New Comedy, a
dramatic style that moved away from the fantastical to focus upon the problems of
ordinary Athenians. This collection contains the full text of 'Old Cantankerous'
(Dyskolos), the only surviving complete example of New Comedy, as well as fragments
from works including 'The Girl from Samos' and 'The Rape of the Locks', all of which
are concerned with domestic catastrophes, the hazards of love and the trials of family
life. Written in a poetic style regarded by the ancients as second only to Homer, these
polished works - profoundly influential upon both Roman playwrights such as Plautus
and Terence, and the wider Western tradition - may be regarded as the first true
comedies of manners.

USA TODAY bestselling author From a family feud…to a one-night stand ending
in heartbreak. Now will these rivals get a second chance at love? Rugged oil
tycoon Broderick has avoided temptation for years. But an abandoned baby
forces him back into his ex-lover’s world. He needs Glenna. For the child, for
himself…for untangling the ties that bind their families. For discovering who the
baby’s father really is. But will their passion survive the truth? An Alaskan Oil
Baron Novel Passion and turmoil abound in the lives of the Alaskan Oil Barons!
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Two rival families are bound by marriage beneath the icy Northern sky— and torn
apart by the secrets that have fed the fires of their feud for decades! Nothing is
as it seems. Join the Steeles and the Mikkelsons as they unravel the past and
create an empire! The Baby Claim The Double Deal The Love Child The Twin
Birthright The Second Chance The Rancher’s Seduction The Billionaire
Renegade Collect all the stories in the Alaskan Oil Barons series!
Treating Heather Sanders after an accident, Dr. Raul Cardenas ran a routine
pregnancy test—and was amazed at the result. Positive! And he had no need to
ask who the father was because he already knew…it was him! Raul was
determined to claim his baby and this meant he had two shocking
announcements for the unknowing Heather. First, that she was pregnant. And
second, that she was going to be his bride!
SECRET BABY Alyson Fitzroy had a secret. A precious baby she struggled to
protect, until the harrowing day her child was stolen! Now the only man she could
turn to was Dex Harrington. The powerful D.A. who could put her baby's
kidnapper behind bars forever. The lover who had fathered her child…
DETERMINED DADDY Dex Harrington was shocked to discover he had a
son—and determined to keep his baby safe. Even if that meant taking matters into
his own hands. Even if that meant allowing Alyson Fitzroy into his heart. Because
as soon as he joined forces with the beauty he believed had betrayed him, he
realized so much was at stake. For he hungered to claim this woman and child as
his own once and for all!
Amanda's rich and abusing ex husband is just a bad memory and her new life
with Jason, the brawny lone wolf, in his rustic cabin feels exciting. Everything is
wonderful and their love life is off the charts hot. Far from both civilization and
luxury, they are now expecting a baby. But as winter approaches the concerns
follow. A remote sanctuary has one severe downside. What if something goes
wrong? Amanda's fallout with her mother feels like a big mistake. Jason does all
he can to make her feel safe, but without warning they suddenly face the
unthinkable. The mountains can be dangerous. ***** Please note that the
storytelling in this book is very graphic and might not be suitable for everyone. No
cheating, plenty of steam and HEA.
BESTSELLING AUTHOR COLLECTION Reader-favorite romances in collectible
volumes from our bestselling authors. REUNITED AT LAST Diego Laremos has
never forgotten the last night he spent with his wife, Melissa Sterling, five years
ago. After a terrible misunderstanding, Melissa fled their home in tears. He
hasn’t forgiven her for leaving, though he’s hated himself even more for driving
her away. When Melissa comes back into his life again, he is given a second
chance to prove how much he cares. When Melissa left Diego, she took the
secret of her unborn baby with her. Now that Diego is back, and taking care of
her after an accident, Melissa realizes she made a terrible mistake. It’s time to
come clean—about their son, and the fact that she never stopped loving Diego.
FREE BONUS STORY INCLUDED IN THIS VOLUME! Claim Me, Cowboy by
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New York Times bestselling author Maisey Yates Rancher Joshua Grayson
desperately needs a fake fiancée—so when Danielle Kelly shows up on his
doorstep, he takes his chance. He won’t be tempted to touch her, to claim her…or
to fall in love. Previously published.
Gabriella Ramos-Viera fell for Dante's raw masculinity and ended up pregnant
and alone—with no choice but to return home in shame. Tough corporate raider
Dante Orsini has set his sights on a huge Brazilian ranch. However, he discovers
it's to be inherited by Gabriella, the one woman he's never been able to forget….
But where's the New York career woman he once knew? And who's the darkhaired little boy who calls her Mommy?
When Francesco Romanelli met Erin Foyle, they were married within days—but it
took just a month for their marriage to fall apart— Believing her husband to be
nothing more than a cheat, Erin starts divorce proceedings. But though she won't
be Francesco's wife, she will never be free of him—she is pregnant with his child.
Francesco discovers Erin is pregnant— how dare she keep it from him? If he has
his way, the divorce will never happen. He's on a mission to reclaim her—as his
wife and in his bed….
His Daughter’s Guardian Former marine captain Giles Wainwright had seen his
share of battles. When the military man turned multimillionaire learned he had a
baby girl, he vowed to go to war to keep her. But Mya Lawson had her late
sister’s last will and testament on her side and was prepared to fight for custody.
Mya was only following her sister’s last wishes to have Lily raised in their
childhood hometown. She’d grant Giles the visitation he was due. Yet as he
dropped his arrogant stance and made Lily his priority, Mya’s guarded emotions
were swayed. Giles’s offer of marriage to make them a true family was
tremendously tempting. But was his proposal genuine or a bid to claim Lily
forever?
A young widow learns to love again after a tragic loss... In Walking My Baby Back
Home, Joan Jonker, beloved author of the Molly and Nellie series, gives a
moving insight into the life of a family learning to hope again after the devastation
of the Second World War. Perfect for fans of Cathy Sharp and Katie Flynn. 'A
hilarious but touching story of life in Liverpool' - Woman's Realm Ever since Dot
Baker lost her husband in the war she's tried to keep his memory alive. But when
John Kershaw turns up on her doorstep, she can't blame her kids, Katy and
Colin, for wanting another man about the house. John's the boss of a local
factory, and a kind and caring man who can't seem to do enough for the Bakers
and their friends and neighbours. He defends Mary Campbell when she is
attacked by her violent husband; he encourages Colin and Katy in all that they
do; and he puts a smile on Dot's face that's been missing since her husband's
death. Everyone in the street can see they're meant to be together, but the one
person who's blind to John's charm is Dot herself. What's it going to take to make
her realise where her happiness lies...? What readers are saying about Walking
My Baby Back Home: 'As usual a warm, cosy, lovely story by Joan Jonker.
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Written in her usual wonderful style making the reader feel a part of the story.
Super characters with humour, love, friendships and heartache - recipe for any
super book. Thoroughly enjoyed it and couldn't put the book down' 'Easy to read
and relax to. Great characters who you can't help but feel for and relate to. A
brilliant story told with kindness and emotion. Well worth a read on a rainy night
indoors or sunbathing on the beach!'
One night… Seeing Natasha Pellegrini at her husband’s funeral propels Matteo
Manaserro back to a time before she shattered his trust. Caught in a potent mix
of emotion, they surrender to their explosive passion… One secret… Unable to
share the truth about her passionless marriage, Natasha is a virgin until Matteo’s
touch brands her as his. One baby… When Matteo discovers Natasha is pregnant,
he knows they must present a united front. He may never trust her, but he’s
intent on claiming his baby. Except he hasn’t bargained on their insatiable
chemistry binding them together so completely!
This book is based on an extensive field work in which the author tried to study
the customary law of property of an African agrarian tribal community of Ama also known as Nyima? - of the Nuba Mountains in the northern Sudan. The writer
has tried to explain the nature of property holding in the light of the people’s
philosophy evidenced in their social structure and their traditional beliefs. Special
attention is paid to the traditional structure of political leadership in this highly
segmented society that was prone not only to inter-tribal wars but was also in a
constant ‘fission and fusion’ among themselves when not at war with other
neighboring tribes. In discussing jurisdictional issues, and traditional settlement
mechanisms based partly on law and custom, both adopted by this egalitarian
society, the study is made currently relevant by keen observation on the effect of
modernity on traditional ethics and morality of the Ama society that was once
described by some authors as being ‘impervious to foreign influence”.
Furthermore, the reception and assimilation of the state law together with the
Shari’ah laws in various areas such as that relating to property devolution, family
institution, and burial rites is treated as being of great significance in the overall
development of the tribal customary laws. Like any other Nuba tribe, the
consciousness of the Ama people of their ethos of identity marks their ferociously
guarded customs and traditions prevalent up-to-date. The book is not only a
precious academic endeavor full of keen observations, in depth study and
analysis of tribal customary laws of property; but is also a memoir for the author
to commemorate formidable tribal group of the Ama people in the Nuba
Mountains of the Sudan.
“A passionate, alive, and original novel about love, race, and jazz in 1920s
Harlem and Paris—a moving story of traveling far to find oneself” (David
Ebershoff, author of The Danish Girl and The 19th Wife). On a sweltering
summer night in 1925, beauties in beaded dresses mingle with hepcats in dapper
suits on the streets of Harlem. The air is thick with reefer smoke, and jazz pours
out of speakeasy doorways. Ben Charles and his devoted wife are among the
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locals crammed into a basement club to hear music and drink bootleg liquor. For
aspiring poet Ben, the heady rhythms are a revelation. So is Baby Back
Johnston, an ambitious trumpet player who flashes a devilish grin and blasts
dynamite from his horn. Ben finds himself drawn to the trumpeter—and to Paris,
where Baby Back says everything is happening. In Paris, black people are
welcomed as exotic celebrities, especially those from Harlem. It’s an easy life,
but it quickly leaves Ben adrift and alone, craving solace through anonymous
dalliances in the city’s decadent underground scene. From chic Parisian cafés to
seedy opium dens, his odyssey will bring new love, trials, and heartache, even as
echoes from the past urge him to decide where true fulfillment and inspiration lie.
Jazz Moon is an evocative story of emotional and artistic awakening set against
the backdrop of the Harlem Renaissance and Jazz Age–Paris—a winner of the
Edmund White Award and a finalist for the Lambda Literary Award. “Jazz Moon
mashes up essences of Hurston and Hughes and Fitzgerald into a heady
mixtape of a romance: driving and rhythmic as an Armstrong Hot Five record,
sensuous as the small of a Cotton Club chorus girl’s back. I enjoyed it
immensely.” —Larry Duplechan, author of Blackbird and Got ’til It’s Gone
AN OFFICER... AND NOT A GENTLEMAN. After months of communicating longdistance, Audrey Williams' boyfriend, Daniel, has finally come to visit her. He's a
Marine officer serving in the Middle East. He's the embodiment of her fairy tale
dreams: Tall, dashing, heroic, a modern-day knight, the man she's been waiting
for all her life. He's her one and only true love. Finally, she will have her own
happy ending! When Major Zak Underwood's twin brother, Daniel, is killed in
action in the Middle East, a part of him dies, too. All he wants is to go back to the
war zone and spill more enemy blood. But his brother has left him a letter asking
him to do one important thing: to deliver the sad news to Daniel's fiancee in
person. The truth is, he doesn't care about his brother's very young girlfriend. He
always thought Daniel was nuts for falling in love with a woman he hadn't met in
person. But he can't say no to a dead man's last wish. So here he is now, face to
face with Daniel's fiancee. Her face lights up in the most breathtaking smile he's
ever seen in his life. When she throws herself into his arms and shyly plants a
sweet kiss on his lips, he forgets what he's come here for. And when she calls
him 'Danny' in this breathy voice, her eyes awash with emotion and so much
love... he doesn't correct her. God forgive him, but he wants to take his brother's
place.
She succumbed to his sinful seduction… Now she’s carrying the Greek’s baby!
It’s the last thing he wanted, but Greek billionaire Ares Kourakis is going to be a
father. He’ll do his duty and keep pregnant Ruby by his side—he’ll even marry
her. But when all he can offer is intense passion and a vast fortune, will that be
enough to get idealistic Ruby down the aisle?
You won't believe the secret I carry about my marriage... Natasha was at the
funeral of her husband who was killed in a sudden accident, when she spotted
the plastic surgeon, Matteo, among the attendants. Natasha was understandably
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upset because they were lovers up until the night that she and Pieta were wed.
On the night of the funeral, Natasha allowed the angry Matteo to visit her.
Overwhelmed by desire, she found herself devoted to him... and soon after,
discovered signs that she may be pregnant! Natasha makes a swift decision — ro
reveal everything to him, including the hidden secrets of her marriage.
Have you ever experienced the way small moments can impact our lives? Have
you ever wanted to participate in a movement to change our world? Jason Barger
spent seven straight days flying 6,548 miles to seven different cities in the United
States, living only in the airports. He studied 10,000 minutes of observations and
reflected on how our airport experiences can teach us about our lives today. The
airport metaphor leaps to life through profound anecdotes about an orphanage in
Mexico, a summer camp in Ohio, climbing Mt. Everest, a hotdog grill, and much
more. These funny and inspiring stories show us how to change our daily world
through thoughtful and compassionate action.
He’s the billionaire she loves to hate… And now she’s having his baby! Notorious
Italian playboy Dante Cardinali lives life on the edge. So when Stella Montefiore
dramatically confronts him, vowing to settle a family vendetta, he’s intrigued by
her bravery…and enticed by their passionate attraction! It explodes into an intense
and sizzling encounter…that leaves innocent Stella shockingly pregnant! Now to
claim his heir, Dante must marry this dangerously alluring woman… Feel the heat
in this sizzling revenge romance
On the run with his young daughter, whose great-grandfather wishes to claim
her, Jonathan Randall comes to the town of Tourmaline, California, where he
meets Aubrey Cross, the daughter of the local sheriff, and tries to forge a new
life. Reprint. (A CBS television daytime drama series) (General Fiction)
Charlotte was working hard at the museum to make the Greek sculpture
exhibition a success. The primary sponsor of the exhibition is Greek billionaire
Damon…and he was man who taught her all about love and passion. But back
then she was falsely accused of theft, and he left her. Now they’ve met again
and he wants her to become his mistress in exchange for a large amount of
money!
A Wilde man will lasso your heart Naomi McBride left her Wyoming town to
pursue her dream of becoming a doctor. But saving her family ranch from
foreclosure trumps everything now. That's why the pediatrician has arrived in
Cheyenne to confront Canton Wilde. The fabulously wealthy oil tycoon may be
part of a far-reaching scheme to take the McBride lands. So why is this man with
the haunting midnight-blue eyes tempting her to trust in the desire he's
awakening—feelings she vowed never to give in to again? The curvaceous beauty
that shows up unannounced at his homestead is a challenge Canton can't ignore.
The Wilde heir has one ironclad rule: never mix business and pleasure. Only now
he's in too deep to care. Will the truth about a secret he's keeping sabotage his
future with Naomi? Or will their sizzling affair become a lifetime of love?
This thrilling second novel by the author of No Immunity will keep readers
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guessing until the very end. It is 2005, and the eve of the Chinese New Year in
Singapore. There is violence in Indonesia, a confrontation between Japan and
North Korea, and mounting tension between Iran and the West. The British High
Commissioner’s daughter, Marina Singleton, vanishes with a consignment of
smuggled heroin, leaving an innocent man to face the death penalty. Andrew
Singleton himself then disappears from a nearby Indonesian island, following a
clandestine assignation with his mistress. A demand is received for the release of
terrorists detained in Singapore, but is there more to Singleton’s disappearance?
Where is Marina? And how did the kidnappers know where to find Singleton?
Adam White, Head of Chancery at the High Commission, embarks on a perilous
path to try to solve these mysteries. Meanwhile, Singleton, confronting the past
he has been avoiding, learns of a sinister plot to plunge the world into nuclear
conflict. Will he be able to get a warning to those concerned in time? A Game
That Must Be Lost will draw fans of high-octane thrillers into a story that twists
and turns until the final pages, in which the interlocking pieces of a complex and
terrifying game fall into place.
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